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In our 40 years of operation in Europe, we’ve learned a thing or two about travel. We’ve compiled some of our insider
knowledge in this helpful report, relying on the experience of our seasoned US staff and our vast network of colleagues
and hosts on the ground in Europe.
Preparing well and employing smart travel tips will help your trip go more smoothly.
Using strategies to experience the culture like a local will make your trip more meaningful, filled with personal connections and warm memories. (Our company was founded on that principle!)
This European travel report will cover
Smart Travel
• Practical matters: passport validity, gadgets, bank fees, skills and more
• Pack smartly: voltage, carry on, weather, back-up plans and photocopies
• Flying and jet lag: seat assignment, sleep advice, and wellness
• On site, on the go: security, tipping, what to carry, driving
• When you return: receipts, photos, follow-up, thank yous
Deep Travel
• Cultural preparation: reading, cooking, language learning, current events
• Tips to fit in in Europe: dress, eating and drinking, lunch hour closures, shopping
• Some specifics by country: language, local advice, manners, local food and drink
• Live like a local: local community, off-the beaten path, neighborhoods, markets, errands and more
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Practical Matters

A little advanced preparation and advanced planning can make a big difference.
1. Check your passport’s expiration date early! All European countries require it be valid for at least 3 months beyond
your scheduled return to the US, and some countries (like Turkey) require 6 month validity beyond travel dates. Be
certain your passport is valid accordingly and renew it early if you must.
2. Rough out a list of things to see and do ahead of your trip. Jot notes, look at maps and rail schedules, and develop a
list of ideas. But keep your planning loose enough to accommodate spontaneity and weather.
3. Make your reservations for museums and other sights online ahead of time:
		
		
		
		
		
		

Uffizi Museum, Florence
Vatican Museum / Sistine Chapel, Rome
Leaning Tower of Pisa, Pisa
Alhambra, Granada Spain
Eiffel Tower, Paris
Sagrada Familia, Barcelona

4. Shape up and sharpen your skills before you go.
•

Practice driving a stick shift if you will rent a manual
car but haven’t driven one in a while. (Heading to Tuscany? Find some gravel roads to practice on.)

•

Get in shape and walk to build stamina to climb your
way through hilltowns and along Alpine hiking trails.

•

Get comfortable with the local conversions. Learn to translate currency. Get your head back into the metric system so you will be comfortable monitoring your speed and able to order sensible portions of cheese at the deli.

5. Get your tech tools ready. Clear memory space on cameras, download apps and ebooks, buy the local maps for your
GPS unit, etc. Most importantly, if you have a new device, be certain you know how to use it before you leave home.
You don’t want to miss that perfect shot while fumbling with settings on a new camera.
6. Know where you are going. Print driving directions, train schedules, reservations and other practical things, either to
paper or to PDF so that you can access them offline.
7. Notify your bank and credit card companies that you will be traveling, and they will note the dates and destinations
of your trip so your card will not be blocked. Otherwise, your first purchase abroad may be mistaken for fraud and
trigger a freeze on the account. Also, request a chip and pin credit card, as they are the norm in Europe. While most
merchants accept cards without this embedded security chip, it is best to have chip and pin when you travel.
8. Check your bank’s fees for foreign currency transactions. Credit unions usually charge a lower percentage of cash
withdrawals and credit card purchases.

Untours vacations include pre-trip planning with our knowledgable staff and extensive resources.
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Cultural preparation
1. Read about the culture of the place before you go. Not just travel guides, but novels set in the location, history of the
region, cultural context about its artists and intellectual history, poets and writers from the culture. Watch movies
about the place, shot on site and/or directed by local people.
2. Practice the local language. Even getting comfortable with simple expressions of greeting and gratitude can open
doors for you abroad. Learn basic pronunciation and phrases about food, dietary restrictions, restrooms and apologies.
3. Learn about the cuisine of your destination. Cook some dishes at home; if they don’t turn out, you’ll appreciate the
real thing on site that much more. Visit ethnic restaurants and learn what to order.
4. Read up on current events before you arrive. The New York Times has great international coverage, and you can sign
up for news alerts. Arrive ready to ask about the recent elections or comment on the local soccer team!

Pack smartly
1. Invest in good walking shoes. Think about comfort as well as style. Break in new shoes ahead of time.
2. Pack your medicines, a change of clothing, and any other essentials in your carry-on bag just in case your checked
luggage is delayed in arriving.
3. Don’t overpack, especially if you have access to laundry service or a washing machine (if you are staying in an apartment). Start making piles a week before departure and slowly add and subtract as you think it through.
4. Choose a simple color palette for clothing, so all your pieces match and you can combine them differently based on
what’s clean, weather and other needs.
5. Prepare for shifts in weather. Pack layers and an umbrella. Consult forecasts for your destination but expect anything.
6. Be ready for Europe’s 220 voltage with an adaptor/converter. Check your chargers to be sure they handle the voltage.
7. Pack a photocopy of your passport, credit cards, and other vital documents in case they are lost or stolen. Stow that
photocopy and leave another set of copies at home with a trusted friend or family member.

Flying and jet lag
1. Make your seat assignments early, and monitor these, as airlines often drop seat info when they reconfigure flights.
2. Skip the airline meal. Plan ahead and eat at the airport. Tell the flight attendant ahead of time so he or she won’t wake
you for meal service, and tune out to sleep the full flight. Ear plugs and a sleep mask are essential.
3. Hydrate! Bring your own water on board so you aren’t at the mercy of an overtaxed flight crew. Skip the booze.
4. Stay awake the day you arrive. Have some excellent European coffee to help you. (If you must nap, only a short one.)
Linger in the sun to remind your body it is daytime even though it feels otherwise.
5. Go to bed early your first night. Consider taking Melatonin so you sleep through and get into a new sleep pattern.
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On site, on the go
1. Use your phone camera to snap photo reminders: key codes, map details, info on art you see in museums, etc.
2. Only carry what you need when you are out sightseeing. Never carry your passport or all of your credit cards with
you when you are on a day trip or out and about.
3. Use a comfortable cross-body bag with secure zippers when you are on the go. Be mindful of where you place your
bag in restaurants and how you carry or hold it on crowded buses or metros. Keep wallets in front pockets.
4. Watch the sidewalks for dog droppings. It is easy to be so swept up in the scenery that you forget to take the same
procautions you would when walking city streets at home.
5. Always carry tissues. Women especially! You don’t ever want to be stranded in an under-serviced restoom.
6. If you’re driving, watch for limited traffic zones in cities, where only locals with permits are allowed to drive. Often
cameras are posted to snap your license plate number and mail you a ticket if you drive in these off-limit zones.
7. Don’t over tip. In the civilized countries of Europe, servers are paid properly, so anything you leave is a true bonus.
Tipping is voluntary though normally done by rounding up a restaurant bill or using 5-10% as a guide. Check the
menu to see if service is included; if so, no tip. For taxi drivers, round
up if their service is good, and it is nice to offer a euro to anyone
who helps you with your luggage.

Tips to fit in in Europe
1. Dress in muted, dark colors. All black works and doesn’t show the
stains or dirt if you rewear it. Consult street fashion blogs if you are
headed to big cities like Paris or Florence & care about such things.
2. Keep your voice down. Lower your volume in shops & restaurants.
3. Eat when the locals do. In Italy and France this can mean dinner
at 8 or 9 pm. In Spain or Greece it could be 9 or later. In tourist
centers, you will find restaurants that will serve you earlier, but they
are not the restaurants where you want to dine.
4. When you enter small shops, greet the staff in the local language. In places like a bakery or butcher shop, this is
common among locals. Aside from being polite, this will set you apart from other tourists.
5. Drink responsibly. Enjoy the wines of Italy and France and the beers of Germany, but pace yourself. Never drink and
drive. In many countries the legal blood-alcohol level is lower than in the US.
6. Remember afternoon closures, especially in small towns in southern Europe. Siesta tradition closes many shops,
churches, and banks for a couple hours in the late-lunch time zone. Plan accordingly or linger over a long lunch.

Untours vacations include on-site staff support to get you in and oriented, and answer your questions.
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Some specifics by country
Country

Language

Local tips

Italy

Buon giorno / Buona sera
Per favore / Grazie

Stand at the cafe and drink your coffee with the locals (and save
money). Cappuccino after lunch is for tourists.

Good day / Good evening
Please / Thank you

Don’t touch the produce in the markets. Let the attendants weigh
things for you or use gloves in the supermarket.
Move beyond wine. Try a bitter apperitivo before dinner or an
Italian craft beer with your pizza.

France

Bon jour / Bon soir
S’il vous plaît / Merci

Save time. Buy stamps, phone cards, bus tickets and other necessities at the Tabac.
Dress to impress, whether you are going to the grocery store or
the opera. We don’t think the French have sweat pants; if they do
they don’t wear them out in public.
Look for the menu du jour for the freshest dishes and best value.

Germany

Guten Tag / Gute Abend
Bitte / Danke

Remove shoes when entering a private home or apartment.
Hosts will usually have house slippers for guests.
In a restaurant or bar, don’t sit at the table with the Stammtisch
sign. It’s reserved for regulars.
At the local butcher or baker you can get excellent inexpensive
sandwiches and potato salad for a true local lunch on the go.

Switzerland

Austria

In the Berner Oberland
(Hearland & Oberland Untours),
see German.
In Ticino, see Italian.

Please conserve electricity and heat. And remember to compost.

Guten Tag / Gute Abend
Bitte / Danke

Drink the new wine, known as Sturm, when it comes out in the
fall. Be careful, though. It’s stronger than it tastes.

Know and use the local Swiss German greeting: Grüezi!
Try Rivella, a popular sparkling beverage made from whey.

Look for chestnut dishes and desserts in the fall.

Holland

Goedemorgen / Goedenavond
Alsjeblieft / Dank u well

Nearly everyone within earshot speaks and understands English.
Enjoy chatting with the locals.
Buy stroopwafels in the market. They are best fresh (and hot). Or
try the vla, a liquified pudding drink. We like chocolate!
Gouda (cheese) is pronounced “HOW-dah”

Greece

Spain

Καλημέρα σας (Kaliméra sas) /
Καλησπέρα (Kalispéra)
παρακαλώ (Parakaló) /
Ευχαριστώ (Efharistó )

Eat dinner late, like at 9 pm. Drink ouzo afterwards with a bucket of ice to dilute it and keep it cool.

Buenos días / Buenas noches
Por favor / Gracias

Outside major cities & tourist centers, order tapas after drinks
arrive as a couple free tapas are often served with them.

For the perfect cheap lunch, get to the bakery early (by noon) to
get a spinach or cheese pie before they sell out.

Mealtimes: Small breakfast, 11:30 snack, 2pm lunch, after-work
tapas at 6, dinner at 9 or 10. For early dinner, make tapas a meal!

Untours’ local intelligence comes from its extensive network of staff on the ground in Europe.
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Live like a local
1. Do what the locals do. Visit smaller galleries. Go to an opera or concert. Golf. Hang out in a pub or find happy hour.
Do the things you enjoy at home. Just don’t expect them to be like they are at home, and relish the differences and the
contact you make with local people who share your interests.
2. Stay longer. It is impossible to sink into a place and learn its local culture if you only spend a couple days there. We
recommend a week or more in a location, either a city or a small town with good day trip options so you can settle in
to your community but still get around to sightsee.
3. Hang back and observe when in new or uncertain circumstances. Observe how the regulars order, how they pay their
bill, if they seat themselves or wait to be seated, even what they order.
4. Exercise as you normally would. Do a little research ahead of time to find a local yoga or Zumba class on site. Jog or
walk where the locals do. Rent bikes and join the local weekenders for a ride.
5. Seek out off-the-beaten-path neighborhoods and small towns. Here are some of Untours’ favorites.

City neighborhoods we love
Venice: Sant Elena
Florence: San Frediano, Oltrarno
Rome: Testaccio and Flamminio
Paris: Canal St. Martin

Barcelona: Gracia District
Vienna: Favoriten
Prague: Vínohrady		
Budapest: Erzsébetváros

Small towns in the country we love
Tuscany: San Quirico, Pienza		
Umbria: Bevagna, Marmore Falls		
Amalfi Coast: Grotta Smeralda		
Swiss Berner Oberland: Murten		

Provence: Venasque, Gordes, Le Crestet
Alsace: Eguisheim
Salzburg: Hallstatt, Gmunden
Bavaria: Wolframs - Eschenbach

6. Plug into your special interests and hobbies abroad. Whatever it is you geek out on, you will likely find others who
share your passion: beer, design, folk music, etc. Visit your favorite sites and online groups and reach out to the international community for suggestions ahead of your arrival. Post questions on Trip Advisor.
7. Crowd-source advice for restaurants using apps like Urbanspoon and Yelp to read real user reviews.
8. Talk to people. Ask for help and directions. Engage as much as you can with those who speak your language, and be
sure to speak clearly and in simple sentences. (But for goodness sake, don’t speak louder!)
9. Be outgoing & optimistic. Always assume the best in people, even and especially when you cannot understand them.
10. Become a regular. Go to the same cafe every morning for your coffee or to the same bar each night for a nightcap.
Creating a local routine, especially if you stay a week or longer, will make you known and appreciated. In a tourist
center like Venice or Florence, you will stand out from the others and be welcomed.

Untours connects travelers with the local culture and fosters meaningful travel experiences.
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11. Do the same errands you’d do at home. Visiting a hair salon is a quick shortcut to the heart of the culture. A friendly
pharmacist can help you get back on track. Buying undergarments is an absolute adventure!
12. Shop small, shop local. You’ll see chain stores and supermarkets abroad, but skip them when you can and patronize
smaller merchants. And never miss an outdoor market, especially in smaller villages.
13. Ride the trains and public transit. Have your transit passes ahead of the journey, be sure they are validated properly,
and map out your schedule (outbound and return) before you set out for the day. Use local apps for city transit.
14. Stay in an apartment. It is the best way to plug into a neighborhood or community, especially if you stay for a week or
longer. Having a kitchen allows you to shop in the market, and having a terrace or garden or view allows you to kick
back and relax while still experiencing a new place.

When you return
1. Purge and organize your photos after your trip. Delete your bad or redundant images to narrow it down to a collection of good shots you’ll actually enjoy flipping through later.
2. Collect the best of your images, memories and stories in an album. That could be an online blog, an old-fashioned
scrap book, or a Snapfish book that you can print and enjoy for years to come.
3. Send thank you notes or emails to your hosts or any special friends you made in your travels. Share photos by email.
Connect on social media. Send postcards from your hometown.
4. File and organize all receipts in case there are questions later. Review your bank and credit card statements to get a
read on your expenses. If you’ve rented a car, keep the contracts and your last gas receipt.
5. Rate your trip. Good tour companies will send you a post-trip survey or give you a chance to rate your experience.
Take advantage and report the good and bad. Also, take a moment to add your feedback to crowd-sourced sites like
TripAdvisor that you may have used.
6. Start planning your return or plot your next adventure! Collect catalogs and bookmark websites and blogs to create a
dream file for future travels.

See you on an Untour!

We hope these tips are useful. We are here and eager to help you. We know
our destinations well and can help you plan a memorable vacation in the
heart of the local culture of Europe. Stay in an apartment and settle into a
picturesque village or charming neighborhood. Our on-site staff will greet
you in Europe and get you oriented. Follow our expert advice, let us handle
the details, and travel at your own pace. See you in Europe!
						Happy travels,
						The Staff at Untours

Untours staff is available post departure for any follow-up you need and to help you plan your next trip.
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